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Pairwise sequence alignment is a necessary step in DNA repair analysis. A sequence that has
undergone repair from a lesion such as a double-strand break must be aligned to a representation
of its original source to identify any mutations that occurred in the process. Pairwise sequence
alignment methods are commonly used in the identification of common ancestry or function between
nucleotide or amino acid sequences. In these cases, researchers seek an optimal alignment that
minimizes the misaligned characters between source and query sequences. Multiple such optimal
alignments may exist between the same two sequences. When studying DNA repair, small differences
between otherwise similarly-optimal alignments may confound characterization of repair pathways.
To address this problem, we developed a custom pairwise sequence aligner designed to maximize
control over alignment scoring and produce output designed specifically for ease of comparing repair
outcomes.

I. INTRODUCTION

Double-strand breaks (DSBs) are detrimental DNA le-
sions that must be repaired to preserve cellular and ge-
nomic integrity [1]. In a DSB, the phosphate backbones
of both strands of the double-helix are severed [2]. DSBs
occur frequently in humans [1, 3] as a result of internal
and external perturbations to the cell ranging from repli-
cation errors to viruses to CT scans and cancer therapeu-
tics [2–4]. Eukaryotic cells employ a range of DSB repair
mechanisms, and their use depends on a variety of fac-
tors, such as availability of helper molecules and phase
of the cell cycle at repair time. Homologous recombi-
nation (HR) occurs during the S and G2 phases of the
cell cycle and requires a template to complete the repair
[5]. Non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) can happen at
any point in the cell cycle and does not require a tem-
plate; instead, broken ends are directly joined to repair
the cell [5]. This pathway is not as reliable as HR, which
is generally thought of as error-free [6]. A third class of
repair, alternative end-joining (alt-EJ), is the most mu-
tagenic of the three and frequently relies on alignment
of short stretches of homologous nucleotides on either
side of the break to begin repair. This type of alt-EJ,
termed microhomology-mediated end joining or MMEJ,
has been thought of as a backup to classical NHEJ or
HR [7], but recent studies indicate that MMEJ occurs
both with and without the conditions for these standard
pathways [5, 6]. Understanding these alternative repair
pathways is crucial to understanding mutagenic repair.

Failure to faithfully repair DSBs can lead to cell death,
and errors in double-strand break repair pathways are
implicated in human diseases, including cancers [6, 8, 9].
Thus, fidelity of DSB repair is highly important to cell
regulation. Further, understanding DSB repair is integral
to the advancement of precision medicine [10].

Studying DSB repair is complicated by a number of
factors. Many pairwise sequence alignment algorithms
exist to find optimal or approximate near-optimal align-

ments between sequences [11]. However, more than one
optimal alignment may exist between a sequence pair,
and small alignment details may have implications in re-
pair event characterization. Next-generation sequencing
(NGS) allows researchers to sequence thousands of re-
pair events across samples with relative ease; however,
sequencing errors can confound attempts to characterize
mutations [7]. To achieve fine control over the align-
ment scoring scheme and control alignment output, we
built a custom Needleman-Wünsch-based tool that lever-
ages base quality and position to score pairwise sequence
alignments.

II. METHODS AND DATA

1 Summary of methods. Our custom Needleman-
Wünsch-based alignment tool takes repaired DSB se-
quence data as FASTQ files and source sequences as
FASTA files, and produces SAM files containing align-
ment results. The alignment algorithm was parallellized
using C++ threads. Test data pre-processing, the ba-
sic Needleman-Wünsch algorithm, and the modifications
developed for our alignment tool are described below.
2 Data sources and collection. Sequence and repair
data were collected and pre-processed by Khodaverdian
et. al. as described in [12]. A custom construct based on
Iw7 [12, 13] was generated, cloned, and subject to double-
strand break at an I- SceI recognition site, incubated to
allow for repair, and re-sequenced. Alignments created
with Geneious BioMatters software for [12] were used as
a benchmark for our aligner.
3 The Needleman-Wünsch algorithm. The
Needleman-Wünsch algorithm is a dynamic program-
ming algorithm for global string alignment developed by
Saul B. Needleman and Christian D. Wünsch in 1970 [14].
Originally intended for finding similarities between amino
acid sequences, it is used for nucleotide sequence align-
ment as well. A common purpose of DNA sequence align-
ment is finding sequence homology - evidence of shared
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ancestry through similarity at the nucleotide level [15].
The Needleman-Wünsch algorithm is guaranteed to

find the mathematically optimal alignment between two
sequences [16]. A two-dimensional array A scores all pos-
sible alignments between two sequences x and y. Each
cell in the matrix stores the optimal score of aligning
x[0...i] with y[0...j]. A(0, 0) is set to 0. Similarity scores
are computed using a scheme that assigns a positive score
to a match between two bases and negative scores to mis-
matches or gaps (insertions or deletions from the source
sequence).

Aside from the base case described above, A is scored
as follows:

A(i, j) = max


A(i− 1, j − 1) + s(xi, yj)

A(i, j − 1) + g

A(i− 1, j) + g

(1)

where s(xi, yj) is the score obtained by aligning the
ith character of sequence x with the jth character of
sequence y, and g is the cost of inserting a gap in x or in
y. A(n,m) stores the optimal score (where, without loss
of generality, n = the length of x and m, the length of
y). The optimal alignment is obtained by back-tracing
from A(n,m). This algorithm runs in O(n2).
4 Incorporating the affine gap penalty.

The original gap penalty described above sets gap costs
proportional to gap length. However, the best-scoring
alignments produced with such costs tend to result in
many short deletions and insertions, often inconsistent
with biological expectation [17]. Rather than a gap cost
of gk, where g represents the per-character gap cost and
k represents the length of the gap, with an affine gap
penalty each gap is charged gi + gek, where gi represents
a gap initialization penalty and ge represents a gap ex-
tension penalty. Gaps are encouraged to cluster together
if these scores are set such that it is more costly to ini-
tialize a gap than it is to extend a gap. Past studies and
its use in commercial alignment tools suggest that affine
gap scoring produces more accurate sequence alignments
[17, 18].

In affine gap scoring, we keep three matrices to track
the score: one representing alignments ending in a match
or mismatch between sequences x and y; one represent-
ing alignments ending in a gap in x, and one representing
alignments ending in a gap in y. However, because we
only need to keep track of whether we begin or extend
a gap, we maintain our runtime of O(n2). The trace-
back algorithm to retrieve the optimal alignment works
as before, but now works between all three matrices [19].
5 Quality score-aware error detection.

Repaired read input to our aligner is stored in FASTQ
format, a file format for sequencing read data that in-
cludes quality scores for each base call [20]. Illumina
sequencing, as used in [12], uses PHRED quality scoring.
PHRED scores [20, 21] define base quality Q in terms of
the probability of error E:

Q = −10 · log10(Pr(E)) (2)

Thus at Q = 10, the probability of an incorrect base
call is 1 in 10; at Q = 50, the probability of an incorrect
base call is 1 in 100,000, and so on. PHRED scores are
typically encoded in FASTQ files as ASCII characters.
Our aligner allows the user to set a threshold quality

score at which mutations are treated as miscalled bases,
forcing a mismatch rather than potentially introducing a
new gap where one does not belong. In future, the aligner
will also flag for the user where the quality threshold was
reached.
6 Sequence position-aware error detection. Our
custom tool also allows the user to update the scoring
scheme based on biological context. Mutations found k
nucleotides or more from a DSB break site may have a
distance factor added to their score to encourage a mis-
match over a gap. In a future version of the software,
mismatches found some k nucleotides or further from
a break site that shows no mutation will be considered
PCR artifacts, and the sequence will therefore be consid-
ered faithfully repaired. Mismatches found k nucleotides
or further from a break site that does show evidence of
mutation will be flagged for further review. k will be
chosen by the user.
7 Clearly identifying mismatches with modified
CIGAR strings. A CIGAR (‘Compact Idiosyncratic
Gapped Alignment Report’) string is a shorthand format
used to represent pairwise sequence alignments in SAM
files. SAM (‘Sequence Alignment/Map’) is a standard
file format for storing sequence alignment data [22, 23].
Standard CIGAR strings are represented as strings of
integer-letter pairs, where the integer represents the num-
ber of bases that fulfill three potential operations: a
match/mismatch, represented with an ‘M’, an insertion
relative to the reference sequence, represented with ‘I’,
and a deletion relative to the reference sequence, repre-
sented with ‘D.’ In our data, the CIGAR string ‘325M’
represents a perfect repair event with no insertions or
deletions. The CIGAR string ‘152M7D166M’ represents
a CIGAR string with 7 base deletions near the repair
junction. However, in either example, this formulation of
the CIGAR string masks potential mismatches because
‘M’ represents either a match or a mismatch.
Our aligner produces a more verbose CIGAR string,

where an ‘X’ represents a mismatch (an option not usu-
ally taken in commercial alignment software but de-
scribed in the SAM file format specification [23]). Thus,
‘325M’ only represents a repair event that perfectly
matches its source. ‘167M2X156M,’ on the other hand,
represents a repair event with 2 mismatches. This added
operation simplifies analysis of mutations without signif-
icantly increasing the size of the output.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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(a) Indel position frequency in alignment to Iw7
construct made by Geneious BioMatters software as

described in [12]

(b) Indel position frequency in alignment to Iw7
construct made by our Needleman-Wünsch aligner

FIG. 1: The figures above indicate the frequency of
indels (insertions or deletions) observed across all reads
in construct Iw7 by position along the source sequence,

aligned either with a commercial aligner (a) or our
custom aligner (b). The x axes represent base position
from 1 to 325. The red vertical line represents the break
site; the orange dotted lines represent the position 15
bases to either side of the break site. Mismatches are
not included here, as the CIGAR strings produced in

[12] did not distinguish between matches and
mismatches.

(a) Number of operations (as recorded in CIGAR
strings) per unique repair event when repaired construct
reads are aligned to their source (Iw7 ) with commercial

software ([12])

(b) Number of operations (as recorded in CIGAR
strings) per unique repair event when repaired construct
reads are aligned to their source (Iw7 ) with our aligner

FIG. 2: The figures above indicate the distribution of
operation counts in the CIGAR strings of unique repair
events in construct Iw7, in both the commercial (a) and

custom (b) aligners. Note that in our aligner,
mismatches are “masked,” or left out of the CIGAR
string in order to accurately compare with the prior

alignment results, which do not account for mismatches
in the CIGAR string. Note that a perfect match has
one operation: M. An alignment with a single deletion

of 5 bases near the middle of the sequence has 3
operations: M, D, M (ex: 151M5D169M.)
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8 Our custom aligner produces results consis-
tent with out-of-the-box results. In order to de-
termine whether our aligner was successful, we asked
whether it was capable of producing similar alignments
to that of the Geneious BioMatters alignment software
previously used by Khodaverdian et. al. [12]. We asked
whether our aligner produced mutations that generally
clustered near the repair junction (which is biologically
expected), and how much the number of operations in
alignment CIGAR strings varied. The intuition for this
last question is that a complex CIGAR string with many
operations (match, insertion, deletion, and in our case,
mismatch) represents less faithful repair than a CIGAR
string with few operations. While there is no ground
truth to which to compare the results of either aligner,
our aligner should avoid introducing excessive complexity
to sequence alignments.

To address these questions, we compared alignment
results of repaired Iw7 reads produced by Khodaverdian
et. al. in [12] to those of our new aligner on the same
reads. An initial test of 81 different scoring schemes was
used to explore the space. A scheme in which a match
was assigned +4, a mismatch, -2, gap initialization, -16,
and gap extension, -3 was chosen for comparison to the
results of the Geneious alignment using default parame-
ters. In order to fairly compare CIGAR strings between
the two aligners, mismatches were “masked,” or treated
as matches when constructing CIGAR strings with our
aligner.

The resulting CIGAR strings were then used for com-
parison as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, above. Fig.
1 demonstrates that the distribution of mutation place-
ment is comparable between the two aligners. Fig. 2
demonstrates that CIGAR string complexity is similar
between the two aligners.
9 Current and future work will tune alignment
parameters to existing data and explore metrics
for characterization of DSB repair. Further devel-
opment will identify the optimal scoring scheme for a set
of DSB repair data produced by Hanscom et. al. in
[5], as well as for an additional set of custom constructs
currently in development. The optimal set of scoring pa-
rameters for our data can be learned by minimizing error
E, where for each construct:

E =
∑
i

325M − si (3)

where each source sequence is 325 bases long, M is
the “match” score between a pair of bases, and si is the
Needleman-Wünsch alignment score between unique re-
pair product i and its source sequence. This will require
fixing M and setting a minimum threshold for mismatch
and gap initialization/extension penalties.
Once a scoring scheme is chosen, the next step (cur-

rently in development but outside the scope of this re-
port) is to develop metrics by which to characterize re-
pair fidelity (how close are repair products to their source
sequences?) and diversity (how much do repair products
vary?) both within and across 1,100+ constructs.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have developed a Needleman-Wünsch sequence
alignment tool with an affine gap penalty and the capac-
ity to adjust the scoring scheme according to base quality
and proximity to the repair junction. The tool runs in
the same O(n2) as the standard Needleman-Wünsch al-
gorithm and allows fine-grain control over scoring. Its
primary use will be in the analysis of existing repair data
produced by Hanscom et. al. in an earlier study [5], as
well as on an additional dataset to be produced this year,
with the goal of expanding characterization and analysis
of sequence characteristics that may influence DSB re-
pair.
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